Abstract. A recent analysis of structure and target relationships between current drugs and bioactive compounds has revealed that only a small fraction of drugs that are active against the same or overlapping targets are involved in substructure relationships and/or share the same topology. By contrast, structurally related drugs displayed a tendency to preferentially act against different targets. For bioactive compounds, opposite trends were observed. These surprising findings arising from the global analysis have now been examined in detail by analyzing structure and target relationships between drugs at the level of individual targets and individual drugs and by comparing the results of local (target-or drug-based) and global relationship analysis. On the basis of target-based analysis, on average, only 14% of drugs active against a given target form well-defined structural relationships. In addition, drug-based analysis revealed that on average 72% of all structurally related drugs have no or at most 20% target overlap. Taken together, the results of our current analysis at the level of single targets and drugs rationalize their unexpected structure and target relationships in a consistent manner. These findings also have implications for ligand binding characteristics of popular drug targets and for frequently observed polypharmacological drug behavior.
INTRODUCTION
The study of molecular features and properties that might be characteristic of drugs is an intensely investigated topic in pharmaceutical research (1) . Related to this topic is the study of polypharmacological drug behavior, an emerging theme in drug discovery (2) . Different types of indicators or measures of putative drug likeness have been introduced, ranging from statistically derived property rules for oral bioavailability (3) to quantitative numerical estimates (4) . Nevertheless, the concept of drug likeness remains controversial (1) . For bioactive compounds, relationships between chemical structure and target activity profiles have been studied from different points of view, revealing many aspects of structure-activity relationships, molecular selectivity, or promiscuity (5) . Recently, a global analysis has been carried out for currently available drugs, bioactive compounds, and their targets in order to systematically explore structure and target relationships among them (6) . "Global" means that all drugs, bioactive compounds, or targets were analyzed together (forming data pools), without considering individual drugs, compounds, or targets. In this study, rather than attempting to assess drug likeness, substructure and topological relationships among approved and experimental drugs were systematically studied taking target annotations into account and compared to bioactive compounds. The results were surprising, if not provocative: drugs that were topologically equivalent and/or involved in substructure relationships were found to preferentially bind to different targets, whereas structurally dissimilar drugs were often active against the same or overlapping targets (6) . For bioactive compounds, essentially opposing trends were observed (6) , which were much more in line with intuitive and widely accepted expectations that similar compounds should display similar biological activity (7). Given these unexpected observations made for drugs, we have been interested in further elucidating these findings. Therefore, we have complemented the global analysis of structure and target relationships among drugs and bioactive compounds with a two-component "local" analysis scheme to investigate structure and target relationships at the level of individual targets, drugs, and bioactive compounds. The results of this analysis are reported herein and rationalize observed relationships in detail.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Datasets
From DrugBank (version 3.0) (8), approved (a-) and experimental (e-) small molecule drugs were selected (e-drugs are in late-stage preclinical or in clinical evaluation). Drugs with available structure and target annotations were retained for further analysis and organized into individual target sets. A target set contained all available drugs having a specific target annotation. Thus, drugs with multiple target annotations belonged to different target sets. In addition, bioactive compounds active against human targets with at least 10 μM potency were assembled from ChEMBL (release 10) (9,10). Only compounds with explicit K i or IC 50 measurements and reported direct target interactions (i.e., target relationship type "D") with highest confidence level (target confidence score 9) were selected. The target confidence score quantifies the level of confidence that activity against a given target is evaluated in a relevant assay system. It ranges from 0 for noncurated data entries to 9 (i.e., highest level of confidence for a given target). Qualifying compounds were also grouped into individual target sets, in analogy to drugs.
Substructure and Topological Relationships
From all target sets consisting of a-drugs, e-drugs, or bioactive compounds, heteroatom-containing scaffolds were extracted according to Bemis and Murcko (BM scaffolds) by removal of all R groups (11) . BM scaffolds were further transformed into cyclic skeletons (CSKs) by converting all heteroatoms to carbon and all bond orders to one (12) . The structural hierarchy defined by compounds, BM scaffolds, and CSKs is illustrated in Fig. 1 . On the basis of BM scaffolds and CSKs, two types of structural relationships were systematically explored for drugs or bioactive compounds comprising each target set: (1) a BM scaffold is a substructure of another and (2) two different BM scaffolds yield the same CSK. Here, single-ring scaffolds were excluded from the identification of structural relationships, due to their generic character.
Target Relationships
For all a-drugs, e-drugs, and bioactive compounds involved in structural relationships, the average target overlap was determined by calculating an activity overlap factor (AOF; 6) for individual drugs or bioactive compounds, defined here as follows: 
RESULTS
Drug Hubs versus Target Sets
For the initial global analysis of drug structure and target relationships, the concept of "drug hubs" was introduced (6). The ratio of all drugs/compounds involved in structural relationships and the average ratio of such drugs/compounds active against a given target are reported. In addition, the number (ratio) of target sets with no structural relationships is given ratio of a drugs instructural relationships # target sets For each target set, the ratio of compounds involved in substructure/ topological relationships was determined. The histograms in a, c, and e summarize the results for a-drugs, e-drugs, and bioactive compounds, respectively. In addition, the correlation between the number of drugs/ compounds per target set and the percentage of compounds involved in structural relationships is reported in scatter plots for a-drugs b, e-drugs d, and bioactive compounds f. In these plots, each data point represents a different target set From drug-target interactions, drug-drug relationships were deduced by assembling pairs of drugs that had one or more targets in common. Accordingly, "activity-based drug hubs" were then defined as drugs that shared target activities with 50 or more other drugs. In addition, other drug-drug relationships were also accounted for by collecting drug pairs that were involved in one or two types of structural relationships. Therefore, so-called "structural relationship-based drug hubs" were defined as drugs that were involved in substructure and/or topological relationships with 50 or more other drugs. The analysis of structure and target relationships was then carried out on these drug hubs (6), hence providing a global view of these relationships. By contrast, our current analysis focuses on all individual targets and drugs/compounds, thereby transforming the global into a two-component local analysis scheme of higher resolution; a key aspect of our investigation, as detailed in the following.
Local Relationships
Structural Relationships
Following the structural hierarchy displayed in Fig. 1 , two types of structural relationships were systematically determined on a per-target set basis: (1) if one BM scaffold is completely contained in another, a substructure relationship exists between these scaffolds and all drugs or bioactive compounds represented by them and (2) different scaffolds yielding the same CSK and all compounds represented by these scaffolds are topologically equivalent.
A total of 1,216 a-drugs active against 873 targets (i.e., 873 target sets), 4 ,525 e-drugs active against 2,885 targets, and 71,678 bioactive compounds associated with 864 targets were selected. Figure 2 shows the distribution of a-drugs, e-drugs, and bioactive compounds over all target sets. For a-and edrugs, the majority of the target sets consisted of only one to five drugs. However, four target sets were found to contain more than 60 approved drugs, i.e., muscarinic acetylcholine receptor M1, histamine H1 receptor, alpha-1A adrenergic receptor, and DNA with 70, 73, 66, and 73 assigned a-drugs, respectively. For bioactive compounds, the distribution significantly differed from drugs, as expected. In this case, many target sets were found to comprise of more than 100 compounds.
Substructure and/or topological relationships were detected for 213, 488, and 718 target sets of a-drugs, e-drugs and bioactive compounds, respectively. On average, for each target set,~16% of all a-drugs,~12% of e-drugs, and~71% of bioactive compounds were found to be involved in one or both types of structural relationships (Table I) . For each target set, the ratio of compounds involved in structural relationships was determined and reported in Fig. 3a, c , and e. For a-and e-drugs, the majority of target sets contained only very few or no structural relationships. By contrast, target sets of bioactive compounds often contained many structural relationships. In addition, scatter plots reflecting the correlation between the number of compounds per target set and the percentage of the compounds involved in structural relationships are shown in Fig. 3b, d , and f. Essentially, no correlation was observed for a-and e-drugs. However, the more bioactive compounds a target set contained, the more structural relationships tended to be formed, hence reflecting The number of individual drugs/compounds involved in structural relationships and their average target overlap (TO) are reported another systematic difference between drugs and bioactive compounds. Table I also reveals a striking difference between globally and locally assessed structural relationships. The present analysis focused on each target set independently. Globally, 71% and 63% of a-drugs and e-drugs, respectively, were involved in substructure relationships or were topologically equivalent. By contrast, for a given target set, on average only 16% and 12% of a-and e-drugs, respectively, were involved in structural relationships. Moreover, for 76% and 83% of the target sets of a-and e-drugs, respectively, no structural relationships were detectable. Thus, drugs in these target sets were structurally diverse, although they shared the same target activity. For bioactive compounds, different results were obtained. About 97% of all bioactive compounds were globally involved in structural relationships. At the target set level, structural relationships were still formed by on average 71% of all bioactive compounds. Only 17% of all target sets contained no structural relationships. Thus, there was a much higher degree of structural diversity among drugs active against a given target than among bioactive compounds.
Target Relationships
In the second step of our local analysis, we quantified the target overlap for individual drugs involved in structural relationships on the basis of AOF calculations. . Target set without structural relationships. Shown are 13 and 9 a-drugs for cholinesterase a and neuronal acetylcholine receptor subunit alpha-2 b, respectively, which are not involved in structural relationships. These examples are representative for many different target sets report the target overlap for structurally related a-drugs, edrugs, and bioactive compounds, respectively. The distributions are significantly different for drugs and bioactive compounds. The majority of structurally related a-and edrugs had no or only very limited target overlap. By contrast, the majority of bioactive compounds displayed extensive target overlap. Table II further quantifies these findings. Approximately 31% (i.e., 272) and 42% (i.e., 1,183) of structurally related a-and e-drugs, respectively, but only 6% of structurally related bioactive compounds had no targets in common. In addition,~67% and~76% of a-and e-drugs, respectively, displayed at most 20% target overlap. However, only~33% of structurally related bioactive compounds fell into the same category. Hence, there was significantly higher degree of activity diversity among drugs involved in structural relationships with other drugs than among bioactive compounds.
Relationship Patterns
Among a-and e-drugs, two dominant types of structure and target relationships emerged, consistent with the findings reported in Tables I and II . First, drugs active against the same target were structurally diverse, i.e., only few structural relationships were detectable among drugs having the same target activity. Second, structurally related drugs mostly had distinct target annotations. In the following, examples are provided.
Structurally Distinct Drugs Active against a Given Target
Cholinesterase is the target of 13 approved drugs (that form its target set), as shown in Fig. 5a . These drugs are characterized by a high degree of structural diversity and the absence of any substructure relationships or topological equivalence, which was also observed for many other target sets. In such cases, drug targets might be highly small molecule-permissive (i.e., tolerant to different scaffolds and/ or mechanisms of action) or characteristic functional groups might be activity determinants. In Fig. 5b , nine approved drugs for neuronal acetylcholine receptor subunit alpha-2 are shown, providing a similar picture. Figure 6 illustrates the other highly recurrent case of structurally related drugs having distinct target annotations. In this example, sumatriptan is used as a reference drug. Sumatriptan is involved in structural relationships with a total of 78 other a-drugs. On the left in Fig. 6 , four drugs are shown that form substructure relationships with sumatriptan and on the right, four other drugs that are topologically equivalent. Sumatriptan is active against four different targets, but all structurally related drugs have distinct activities (i.e., there is no target overlap).
Structurally Related Drugs with Distinct Target Activities
DISCUSSION
Previous findings have indicated that structure and target relationships between drugs depart from the intuitive paradigm that similar compounds should have similar (target) activity (7), which is widely accepted in the study of bioactive compounds, despite its generality and notable exceptions (13) . Global analysis of structure and target relationships indicated that structurally diverse drugs were frequently active against the same or overlapping targets, whereas structurally related drugs preferentially acted on different targets. Because these findings were rather unexpected, we have explored different ways to further detail them and elucidate their origin. We reasoned that one should best transform the previously applied global analysis scheme into a local one, by directly focusing on individual targets and drugs. The results of our systematic target set-and drug-based analyses are reported herein. They clearly rationalize surprising structure and target relationships among drugs and provide further details. The results were very similar for aand e-drugs, but significantly differed from bioactive compounds. One of two key findings has been that substructure relationships and/or topological equivalence between drugs acting against the same target are extremely rare. On average, only~14% of drugs within a target set were involved in any structural relationships. The examples in Fig. 5 illustrate that in many instances no structural relationships were observed in target sets. The second key finding has been that the majority of structurally related drugs indeed act against different targets, as illustrated by the sumatriptan example in Fig. 6 . We have been able to quantify the target overlap for each drug involved in structural relationships. On average,~72% of all of these drugs displayed no or very little target overlap of maximally 20%, which again contrasts the observations made for bioactive compounds. Taken together, these findings establish the presence of characteristic structure and target relationships among drugs that set them apart from bioactive compounds (although drugs originate from a pool of bioactive molecules). However, our findings can at least in part be rationalized from a chemical or pharmacological perspective. In the pharmaceutical industry, there is pressure to establish intellectual property positions and structural novelty as a prerequisite for the approval of new drugs against existing targets. This might at least in part explain the observation that many structurally unrelated compounds were active against a given target. Furthermore, the finding that structurally related drugs act against many different targets is consistent with the increasing notion of drug polypharmacology (14) . This observation also suggests that chemotypes are frequently utilized in medicinal chemistry having a high probability of activity against different targets. Preferred chemotypes have often been considered as target class-or family-directed (privileged) structural motifs (15, 16) . However, scaffolds have also been identified that display a strong tendency to be active across different families (17) . Going beyond chemical considerations, the characteristic drug structure and target relationships also have interesting implications concerning current drug targets. Importantly, the observation that many structurally distinct drugs act against individual targets directly implies that many current drug targets are particularly permissive small molecule targets. In addition, the finding that structurally related drugs act on a variety of different targets also points at a high degree of permissiveness. The presence of many permissive small molecule drug targets is also consistent with increasingly observed polypharmacological drug behavior.
CONCLUSIONS
Structure and target relationships between current approved and experimental drugs have been explored in detail at the level of individual targets and drugs. The results provide further evidence for previous observations made on the basis of a global statistical analysis of drug structure and target annotations. Herein, structure and target relationships have been quantified for individual drugs and targets. On average, only~14% of drugs acting against a specific target are structurally related, and~72% of all structurally related drugs have no or at most 20% target overlap. In summary, these results indicate that there should still be ample opportunities to consider new chemical entities for established drug targets and, in addition, that polypharmacological effects among structurally related drugs might even be of larger magnitude than currently assumed.
